
Discussion guide for 27 April 2017

Remember: 5 points of your grade on Project #6 will be based on your participation in
this discussion. Please come to class on Thursday prepared to discuss the paper and the
critique.

Stessman et al. [2] report results of a case-control analysis of 208 genes that have been
suggested as candidates for beining involved in various neurodevelopmental disorders, e.g.,
autism spectrum disorder (ASD), intellectual disability (ID)/developmental delay (DD), at-
tention deficit/hyperactivity, motor and tic disorders, and language communication disor-
ders. Previous studies had shown that there were no de novo variants in unaffected siblings.1

They sequenced the genes in 15 large cohorts, with a total of 13,407 individuals exhibiting
ASD, ID, or DD. They identified 61,315 variants across this set of individuals and loci,
but only 2185 were restricted to a single family, i.e., “private” variants and were potentially
deleterious, e.g., premature stop codons, frameshift mutations, disruptive splicing mutations.
“The number of private, high-impact events identified in probands2 was significantly greater
than that in unaffected siblings in the study” (p. 516).

They used a probabilistic model (described elsewhere) to estimate that the probability
of detecting 114 or more de novo likely gene-disruptive (LGD) events and 24 or more de
novo severe missense (MIS30) events was abot 1.6 × 10−22. They combined their data with
pre-existing exome data to determine whether the frequency of LGD mutations or MIS30
mutations in individual genes was higher in individuals with ASD, ID, or DD than in those
without these disorders. They identified 78 genes with significant associations, i.e., in which
allele frequencies differed significantly between case and control populations, 32 of which had
not been previously associated with these or other neurodevelopmental disorders.

Barrett et al. [1] are unconvinced by these results. Their skepticism is based on two
criticisms of the analysis, but we’ll consider only the first:

• Barrett et al. point out that Stessman et al. used a “two-stage” design. In the first
stage, they identified candidate loci in a “discovery” sample of 5000-6000.3 They then

1De novo variants are recognized as variants found in only a single family within a study cohort.
2Probands are individuals with the diagnosis of interest, in this case ASD, ID, or DD.
3So far as I have been can tell without digging into the references in Stessman et al., the sample size of

the “discovery”sample must refer to the number of individuals included in “published sequencing studies”
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sequenced these loci in a “replication” sample of 11,730 individuals. They claim that
Stessman et al. calculate the false discovery rate incorrectly because they focus on
only the 208 candidate loci but include both the discovery sample and the replication
sample in their analysis.

The false discovery rate (FDR) both sets of authors refer to is a statistical correction
applied when many significance tests are performed at once. If, for example, we run 100
t-tests on samples which were drawn from identical normal distributions and we set our
significance threshhold to the conventional 5%, we expect to reject the null hypothesis of
no significant difference 5 times, even though there really wasn’t any difference. There are
various ways of correcting for the multiple comparison problem, but all of them depend on
counting the number of comparisons correctly. Barrett et al.’s claim is that Stessman et al.
didn’t count correctly.

Focusing on the multiple comparison critique from Barrett et al. and using your general
knowledge of population genetics, explore the following questions:

• The case-control comparison involves cases and controls from 15 different cohort sam-
ples from 4 continents (North America, Europe, Asia, and Australia). How should this
cohort structure affect your analysis?4

• The study lumps together individuals with ASD, ID, and DD as “cases” and those
without any of the conditions as controls? Does this make sense? Why might you
do the analysis this way rather than performing separate analyses for each of the
conditions?

• What is the right way to count the number of comparisons for an FDR correction
when you have a “discovery” sample and a “replication” sample? Why do Barrett et
al. regard it as such a significant flaw? Are their concerns well founded?

• Set aside what you concluded in discussing the first three questions and assume that
Stessman et al. are right that the 78 unique genes they identify in their Table 1 are
associated with one or more of the neurodevelopmental disorders they studied. How
useful would it be to know an individual’s genotype at these 78 loci in diagnosing their
disease? What additional information would you need to make knowing a patient’s
genotype useful for diagnosis if just knowing their genotype isn’t enough?

mentioned in the first sentence of the Mutation discovery section of Stessman et al.
4Hint: Think about what would happen if your analysis lumped all of the cohort samples into a single

population of cases and a single population of controls and suppose that ASD, ID, and DD are more common
in North America.
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